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ABSTRACT
The dynamic behavior of a system can be specified in state-
charts, and the activities of the system can be implemented
in terms of functions in the C programming language. Later,
the statecharts and the activities can be integrated to realize
the system that fulfils a given set of requirements.

After the integration, the statecharts, the activities, and the
requirements are subject to change due to emerging necessi-
ties such as bug fixes. Any change to any of these artifacts
has a cost in terms of effort, and risk of errors.

In this paper, we provide a rigorous analysis of a relevant
subset of possible changes to activities, and their associated
costs. In addition, we present the overview of our solution
to reduce these costs.

1. INTRODUCTION
Statecharts [18] can be used to specify the dynamic behav-
ior of a system. Alternative methods such as object-oriented
[24] and structured [8] analysis and design can be used to
decompose the activities[18] of the system, and alterna-
tive programming languages such as Java [9] and C [20] can
be used to implement the activities. The right choice de-
pends on the characteristics of a given problem domain, be-
cause each alternative has certain strengths and weaknesses
(chapter 1 in [8]). In this paper, we reason about those
systems whose dynamic behavior is specified in statecharts,
and whose activities are decomposed into functions that are
implemented in the C programming language [20].

Once statecharts are specified, and the activities are imple-
mented, then the statecharts and the activities should be
integrated1 to realize a system that fulfils a given set of re-
quirements. After the integration, the set of requirements,
the statecharts, and the activities are still subject to change,
due to various emerging necessities [2] such as bug fixes. Any

1This is explained in section 2.2 in detail.

Figure 1: A snapshot of the wafer scanner during
scanning.

change to any of these artifacts involves a cost in terms of
effort, and a risk of errors.

In section 2, we explain a simplified version of a large-
scale industrial application which we use to demonstrate
our ideas; In section 4, we present the effort-consuming and
error-prone nature of a relevant subset of possible changes
to activities; And in section 5, we present a solution sketch
for reducing the effort and the errors.

2. AN INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION
A silicon wafer is a circular slice of silicon used for produc-
ing integrated circuits (ICs). A wafer scanner is a semi-
conductor manufacturing equipment that exposes IC images
onto silicon wafers. An ASML [5] wafer scanner is a large-
scale embedded system that has 400 sensors, 300 actuators,
50 processors, and software containing 15 million lines of
source code written in C programming language [20].

In this section, we present a simplified version of the wafer
scanner and its software. We explain the activities the wafer
scanner can perform, and describe how these activities are
controlled by a statechart representing the wafer scanner’s
dynamic behavior.

2.1 Simplified Wafer Scanner
The wafer scanner (figure 1) uses a laser beam to scan an IC
image, and uses a lens to expose the image on a rectangular
region on the wafer. Such a region is called die.
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2.1.1 Processing Activity
The material containing an IC image is called reticle. Be-
fore scanning, a reticle must be loaded onto a platform called
reticle stage, and a wafer must be loaded onto a platform
called wafer stage. Figure 1 shows a snapshot of the wafer
scanner during scanning while the lens and the laser source
are fixed, the laser source is emitting a laser beam, and the
wafer stage and the reticle stage are moving in opposite di-
rections. Consequently, the IC image is being exposed on
a die. When the IC image is completely exposed, the laser
source will be turned off, and the wafer stage will be moved
to align the next die with the lens. This activity is called
advancing. The processing activity is advancing to a die,
then scanning it, and repeating this for each die on the wafer.
This activity can be implemented as the source code in list-
ing 1.

1 int i;
2 for (i = 0; i < numDies; i++)
3 {
4 advance(i);
5 scan();
6 }
7 return ;
8 }

Listing 1: An implementation of the processing
activity. The definitions of the global variable
numDies , and the functions advance and scan are
ommited, because they are irrelevant here.

2.1.2 Preprocessing Activity
To produce faultless ICs, the wafer scanner’s actuators need
to operate at a level of precision that is measured in terms
of nanometers. To attain this precision level, two issues
must be resolved: First, the reticle must be clean. Second,
the wafer scanner must know the shape imperfections of the
wafer, so that it can compensate for them during processing.
Therefore, before processing, the wafer scanner must carry
out the preprocessing activity that is cleaning the reticle
if it is dirty, and then measuring the shape imperfections
of the wafer. This activity can be implemented as the source
code in listing 2.

9 if (!reticleIsClean)
10 {
11 cleanReticle();
12 }
13 measureWafer();
14 return ;
15 }

Listing 2: An implementation of the preprocessing
activity. The irrelevant details such as the definition
of the global variable reticleIsClean are omitted.

2.1.3 Requirements
The requirements of the wafer scanner are

R1 The wafer scanner must start upon an external signal.
R2 The wafer scanner must process the wafer.
R3 After processing, all ICs on the wafer must be faultless.
R4 The wafer scanner must stop after the wafer is processed.

2.1.4 Dynamic Behavior
Considering the requirements, the dynamic behavior of the
wafer scanner can be specified as the statechart in figure 2:
If the scanner is in state READY when event start occurs (e.g.

Figure 2: The wafer scanner’s dynamic behavior.

an operator presses the start button), then the scanner en-
ters state PREPROCESSING where it starts the preprocessing
activity (i.e. calls function preprocess ). If the scanner is in
state PREPROCESSING when event preprocessed occurs, then the
scanner enters state PROCESSING where it starts the process-
ing activity (i.e. calls function process ). If the scanner is in
state PROCESSING when event processed occurs, then the scan-
ner enters the final state.

Based on certain formal semantics of statecharts (e.g. [19]),
transforming the statecharts to executable models is possi-
ble. This transformation is not a point of focus here. There-
fore, we assume that the statechart (figure 2) has an under-
lying executable model, which operates as we have explained
above.

Note that the statechart fulfils R1. However, R2, R3 and R4
are not fulfilled yet, because the activities and the statechart
are not yet fully integrated. This is achieved in section 2.2.

2.2 Integrating Activities with Statecharts
Integration of activities with statecharts is two fold: a)
Linking activities to states [18]. This is already done for
our application (see figure 2). b) Reporting the events that
occur as a result of execution of some functions that are the
implementations of some activities or actions. This requires
identifying all the points in the functions’ source code where
events occur during execution.

Definition: An event e is mapped to a point
p in source code, if and only if e occurs when an
execution reaches p.

Considering the given definitions of the preprocessing and
processing activities (see sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.1), the map-
pings of events preprocessed and processed can manually be iden-
tified: Event preprocessed is mapped to the point located after
’; ’ in line 7, in listing 2. Event processed is mapped to the
point located after ’}’ in line 8, in listing 1. After identifica-
tion of the source code points, a function must be called (or
some variables must be written) at each identified point to
inform statecharts about the occurrence of the event, and
to pass the relevant context information such as the val-
ues of the variables that are necessary for evaluating certain
guards. We term such functions event reports. The list-
ings 3 and 4 show the implementations of the preprocess-
ing and processing activities after adding calls to event re-
ports reportPreprocessed and reportProcessed at the identi-
fied points. The implementation details of the event reports
are irrelevant here.

16 if (!reticleIsClean)
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17 {
18 cleanReticle();
19 }
20 measureWafer();
21 reportPreprocessed();
22 return ;
23 }

Listing 3: The preprocessing activity after its
integration with the statechart (figure 2).

24 int i;
25 for (i = 0; i < numDies; i++)
26 {
27 advance(i);
28 scan();
29 }
30 reportProcessed();
31 return ;
32 }

Listing 4: The processing activity after its
integration with the statechart (figure 2).

Note that each requirement (section 2.1.3) is fulfilled by the
wafer scanner that is the resulting system after the integra-
tion explained in this section.

3. DEFINITIONS
In this section, we define some terms that we use in the
upcoming sections.

The event reporting functionality of a system is the
functionality implemented by the calls to the event reports.

Let sc be the source code consisting of the implementations
of all activities of a system. The event reporting function-
ality erf of the system is sound if and only if any call to
any event report is located at a point in sc to which the
related event is mapped. erf is complete if and only if at
any point in sc to which an event is mapped, a call to the
related event report exists2.

According to Harel et. al. [19], “The behavior of a system
is a set of possible runs, each representing the responses of
the system to a sequence of external stimuli generated by
its environment.”

3.1 Call Flow Graph
Let f be a function definition in the C programming lan-
guage. callsFrom(f) denotes the set of function calls whose
static scope [23] is the definition of f (i.e. the calls to
functions from the body of f). For example, let cr and
mw respectively denote the calls to functions cleanReticle

and measureWafer in listing 2. callsFrom(preprocess ) =
{cr, mw}. Let G be the control flow graph [14] derived
from the definition of f . firstCall(c, f) denotes that c is a
first function call according to G. For example, firstCall(cr,
preprocess ) is true. nextCall(c1, c2, f) denotes that c1 is a
next function call after function call c2, according to G. For
example, nextCall(mw, cr,preprocess ) is true. lastCall(c, f)
denote that c is a last function call according to G. For
example, lastCall(mw,preprocess ) is true. noCall(f) de-
notes that there is at least one path [14] p in G such that

2If multiple events are mapped to a point, then an ordering
(e.g. [22]) among the related event reports is necessary.

@c(c ∈ callsFrom(f)∧ c ∈ p). name(c) denotes the identi-
fier [23] of the C function one of whose call is c.

CFGf denotes the call flow graph of f , which is a tuple
〈V = {ν0} ∪ VI ∪ {νF }, E = E0 ∪ EI ∪ EF 〉, where

• ν0 is the initial node.
• VI is a finite set of internal nodes such that ν0 /∈ VI ,

and a bijection nodeOfCall : callsFrom(f) → VI ex-
ists. The label of any ν ∈ VI is name(nodeOfCall−1(ν)).

• νF is the final node such that νF 6= ν0 and νF /∈ VI .
• E0 ⊆ {ν0}×(VI∪{νF }) is the set of initial edges such

that ∀c(firstCall(c, f) ⇒ (ν0, nodeOfCall(c)) ∈ E0),
and noCall(f) ⇒ (ν0, νf ) ∈ E0.

• EI ⊆ VI × VI is a set of internal edges such that
∀ν1, ν2, c1, c2(nodeOfCall(c1) = ν1 ∧ nodeOfCall(c2)
= ν2 ∧ nextCall(c1, c2, f) ⇒ (ν2, ν1) ∈ EI).

• EF ⊆ (VI ∪{ν0})×{νF } is the set of final edges such
that ∀c(lastCall(c) ⇒ (nodeOfCall(c), νF ) ∈ EF ),
and noCall(f) ⇒ (ν0, νf ) ∈ EF .

The call flow graph of an activity’s implementation f can be
constructed by traversing the abstract syntax tree (AST)
[6] rooted at the signature of f .

A call flow path p of a function f is a path in the call flow
graph of f such that ν0 and νf are respectively the first and
the last nodes lying on p. For example, function preprocess

(listing 2) has two call-flow paths: ν0, measureWafer , νF ; and
ν0, cleanReticle , measureWafer , νF .

4. DIFFICULTY OF EVOLUTION
Software evolves due to new requirements, bug fixes, quali-
tative improvements, etc. [2]. Making mistakes during evo-
lution results in systems that do not fulfill some of their
requirements. In this section, we present some changes to
the implementation of the wafer scanner’s activities, which
result in defects in the integration of the activities with the
statechart. These defects prevent the wafer scanner from
fulfilling some of its requirements. We do not discuss the
evolution of statecharts and its associated difficulty here;
we leave it as future work.

4.1 Difficulty of Removing a Function Call
If we remove the call to function measureWafer in line 7 in
listing 3, then the call to event report reportPreprocessed

will be located at a point to which event preprocessed is no
longer mapped, because the wafer is not measured before
that point. Hence, the event reporting functionality will no
longer be sound, and requirement R3 will not be fulfilled:
the processing activity starts before the preprocessing ac-
tivity is completed, resulting in defective ICs. To avoid this,
we must remove the call to event report reportPreprocessed .
In this case however, requirements R2 and R4 will not be ful-
filled, because the statechart will never be stimulated with
an occurrence of event preprocessed. Thus, we can conclude
that removing the call to measureWafer is forbidden accord-
ing to the requirements and the wafer scanner’s behavioral
design (i.e. the structure of the statechart in figure 2, the
linking of the activities to states, and the labelling of the
transitions).

4.1.1 Constraints on Activities
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Based on the wafer scanner’s behavioral design, require-
ments R2 and R4 constrain that event preprocessed must oc-
cur any time function preprocess is executed. Otherwise,
the wafer scanner cannot perform the transitions from state
PREPROCESSING to state PROCESSING, and from state PROCESS-

ING to the final state, in at least one run. Consequently,
requirements R2 and R4 cannot be fulfilled in those runs.

Based on the given definition of the preprocessing activity
(see section 2.1.2), the constraint on function preprocess can
be decomposed into finer-grained constraints:

C1: At least one measureWafer node must lie on any call flow
path of preprocess .

C2: Any measureWafer node must not lie before any
cleanReticle node on any call flow path of preprocess .

Similarly, requirement R4 constrains that event processed must
occur any time function process is executed. This constraint
can also be decomposed into finer-grained constraints:

C3: At least one advance node must lie on any call flow path
of process .

C4: At least one scan node must lie on any call flow path
of process .

C5: On any call flow path p of process such that at least one
advance node and at least one scan node lie on p, the
first advance node must lie before the first scan node.

C6: On any call flow path p of process such that at least one
advance node and at least one scan node lie on p, the
last advance node must lie before the last scan node.

C7: On any call flow path of process , exactly one scan node
must lie between any two consecutive advance nodes.

C8: On any call flow path of process , exactly one advance

node must lie between any two consecutive scan nodes.

4.2 Difficulty of Adding a Function Call
Adding a function call may result in a new mapping of an
existing type of event (e.g. preprocessed) to a point in the
source code, in which case the event reporting functional-
ity becomes incomplete. To restore completeness, adding a
call to the related event report at the source code point is
necessary. Otherwise, the system cannot sense some occur-
rences of the event, and react to them. Consequently, some
requirements may not be fulfilled.

4.3 Difficulty of Adding a Control Statement
Consider a new requirement indicating the wafer must be
measured only if the reticle is clean. To fulfill the require-
ment, we can ‘wrap’ the call to function measureWafer (line
7, listing 3) with an if block, as shown in listing 5.

1 void preprocess()
2 {
3 if (!reticleIsClean)
4 {
5 cleanReticle();
6 }
7 if (reticleIsClean)
8 {
9 measureWafer();

10 }
11 reportPreprocessed();
12 return ;

13 }

Listing 5: The preprocessing activity after adding a
new control statement.

In this case, the call to event report reportPreprocessed

(line 11) is located at a point to which event preprocessed

is not mapped. Thus, the event reporting functionality is
unsound. In addition, event preprocessed is mapped to the
point located after ; in line 9 where a call to event re-
port reportPreprocessed does not exist. Hence, the event
reporting functionality is incomplete. To restore soundness
and completeness, we must move the call to event report
reportPreprocessed from line 11 to the point located after ;

in line 9. Otherwise, requirement R3 may not be fulfilled.

4.4 Difficulty of Restructuring
Consider an extract-function restructuring [17] that involves
moving lines 3-7 in listing 3 to a new function newPreprocess ,
as in listing 6.

1 void preprocess()
2 {
3 newPreprocess();
4 reportPreprocessed();
5 return ;
6 }
7 void newPreprocess()
8 {
9 if (!reticleIsClean)

10 {
11 cleanReticle();
12 }
13 measureWafer();
14 return ;
15 }

Listing 6: An extract-function restructuring.

In this case, the event reporting functionality is both un-
sound and incomplete, similar to the case in section 4.3.
Nevertheless, all the requirements are still fulfilled, in con-
trast to the cases in sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. This is
certainly what is expected from a restructuring by defini-
tion. However, if the system evolves further, and function
newPreprocess is called from an additional place different
than line 4, then the system will not be able to sense some
occurrences of event preprocessed, and react to them. If the
call to event report reportPreprocess in line 4 is moved to
the point located after ; in line 13, then the soundness and
completeness will be restored.

4.5 Summary of the Difficulty of Evolution
Each time activities evolve, checking whether the constraints
on the activities are satisfied, in addition to maintaining a
sound and complete event reporting functionality is neces-
sary. If these tasks are manually carried out, they are effort-
consuming and error-prone. This is the problem we address
in this paper.

5. SOLUTION OVERVIEW
We propose a 3-stage solution (figure 3) to automatically
a) check whether the activities’ implementations satisfy the
related constraints, b) add calls to the event reports in the
source code, such that the event reporting functionality is
sound and complete.
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Figure 3: A 3-stage solution to automatically check
whether the constraints are satisfied, and to auto-
matically implement the event reporting functional-
ity.

At the first stage an expert specifies the constraints on the
activities, and then associates the relevant event reports
with the relevant elements in the constraints.

At the second stage, an analysis tool is provided with the
output of the expert from stage 1, and the implementations
of the activities (e.g. listings 1 and 2) of the system. As
a result of the analysis, if the constraints are satisfied, the
analyzer outputs the points in the source code to which the
events are mapped, together with the event reports that
must be called at each output point. If the constraints are
not satisfied (e.g. the situation explained in section 4.1), the
analyzer gives an error.

At the third stage, a source code transformation tool is pro-
vided with the activities’ source code and the output of the
analysis tool from stage 2. The transformer adds calls to the
event reports at the identified points in the activities’ source
code. This transformation results in a sound and complete
event reporting functionality.

If the activities evolve, stages 2 and 3 can automatically be
repeated a) to check whether the activities’ implementations
satisfy the related constraints, and b) to re-add calls to the
event reports so that the event reporting functionality re-
mains sound and complete. Hence, effort can be saved and
errors can be reduced.

6. RELATED WORK
Because we have not provided any details about our solution,
a rigorous comparison with the related work is not feasible
here. Nevertheless, we can provide the following information
based on what we have already explained.

The work presented in this paper relates to various facets
of aspect-oriented software development. The source code
points mentioned in section 2 are equivalent to the concept
of joinpoint [3], and the event reports mentioned in section
5 are equivalent to the concept of advice [4]. Although the
constraints mentioned in section 5 are similar to the concept
of pointcut designator [4], they have a difference: They
not only describe a set of joinpoints, but also constrain the
operational semantics of the functions to which they are
bound.

Intuitively, one can think of a constraint as a combination of
a) A trace-based pointcut designator [10, 13, 11, 12, 7] that

essentially does regular language-based pattern matching to
identify the joinpoints of interest. b) A declare error [1]
like pointcut designator that checks certain properties of the
operational semantics of the functions. We statically ana-
lyze the possible traces of functions to identify joinpoints,
whereas approaches like [12, 7] monitor the observable trace
of a programs during execution. Due to its property check-
ing feature, our work relates to [16, 21], too.

7. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a practical real-life problem based on a large-
scale industrial application. In addition, we provided the
overview of our solution that has many similarities with
some of the recognized aspect-oriented approaches. Hence,
we demonstrated a case in which aspect-orientation is bene-
ficial beyond the classical cases such as logging and tracing.
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